
 

 
 

DIVING PAST THE WRECK:  

What language will we speak in the abyss?  
 

By Genna Gardini 

 

 
If there was a total annihilation of all familiar structures, what possibilities might arise 

from the rubble? 
(Liesching, personal interview, December 2014) 

 

Understanding is something one does best when one is on the borderline. 

(Høeg, 1995:6)  

 

 

When I was about twenty years old, a friend and I snuck into what we assumed 

was the closed-up Rhodes Drama Department. It was a mercilessly hot day in 

Grahamstown, during the purgatorial period just before the institutional year ends, 

and we were looking for refuge. We decided to steal into the back of the building’s 

largest theatre and lie down on its cool floor. We reasoned that since it was the 

interim time between practical and theoretical exams, it seemed unlikely that 

anyone would be around. But we were wrong. After noisily prying open a 

backstage door, we found ourselves collapsed in the middle of an exhibition of 

photographs, surrounded by at least twenty people looking at them (and, after 

that entrance, us). This was my first encounter with Carla Liesching’s work. 

 

Despite, or perhaps because of, the hysterical theatricality of our arrival, I felt an 

immediate affinity with certain aspects of Liesching’s photographs. A year ahead 

of me at Rhodes, the artist was a BFA student who took electives in Drama and 

intended to become a photographer. I was a Drama student who took electives in 

Art History and monologued incessantly about becoming a poet.  Recently, after 

being asked to write about Liesching’s latest show, I considered my unusual 

introduction to her photographs and realised that it was her concern around 

language which, much like the backstage door I had jimmied loose, had allowed 

me entry to her work. In Nihiliphobia [Expeditions into the Unknown #1-15], her 

second solo exhibition at BRUNDYN+, Liesching continues to investigate how 

language can assist in creating, documenting and destroying an understanding of 

geography. Looking through these pictures, I was reminded of poet Anne Michaels 

writing that “language took apart landscapes” (1997:53, line 81). 

 

In conversation around the exhibition, Liesching speaks about her interest in 

mapping as a means to both control and understand geographical spaces 

(Liesching, personal interview, December 2014). I found myself intrigued by her 

assertion that one can use language, or even the discernable absence of a spoken 

or written language, in mapmaking. Diane Arbus’ famous quote, that a picture is 

a secret about a secret, is often rehashed in writing around the form (Doty, 

1974:20). Liesching’s work, however, feels like a silence about a sentence. Each 

image takes place in the moment between the word and the punctuation. It is into 

this chasm that Liesching asks her questions. 

 

The title of the exhibition is taken from an episode of the television show Star Trek: 

Voyager. The term “nihiliphobia” was created for the show to describe the dread 

fear of nothingness experienced by the ship’s Doctor as he travels past a void in 

space. Discussing the title, Liesching explains that she stumbled across it during 

a sort of web warp, bored and burrowing her way along the internet. After her 

discovery, she found herself looking through old notebooks and saw an entry 



where she had instructed herself to find a word for the fear of the oblivion. In this 

titling, Liesching is looking at a terrifying proximity to obliteration but also, 

importantly, the attempt to control that fear by studying it. That the title should 

come from Star Trek: Voyager seems thematically correct. The show was a spin-

off an earlier TV series, referencing a history but alternatively using and deviating 

from what came before. As part of the science fiction genre, it feels linked to 

Liesching’s vision of an apocalyptic, dystopian future.  That Liesching chose a 

term created during and for the Voyager incarnation of the series seems to speak 

to the exploratory nature of her exhibition. The exhibition is, technically, labelled 

as showcasing [Expeditions into the Unknown #1-15]. By numbering her forays 

into what is positioned as the border between the physically traversable and the 

abyss, Liesching implies that there is both a limit and a limitlessness to the 

journeys.  

 

 
In which John keeps an eye on the horizon 

 

Speaking about the imagined world created in Nihilophobia, the artist explains that 

“the framework that I set up is that I am a scientist explorer… I am venturing forth 

into this unknown space, unknown terrain, and I’m just observing” (Liesching, 

personal interview, December 2014). In preparation for the series, Liesching 

investigated various sites in both her native South Africa and adopted home, New 

York. These sites, although currently abandoned, show discernable signs of 

human intervention (here a deserted mine collapsing into the Johannesburg 

horizon, there a tunnel cylindrically ploughed through part of a mountain). After 

deciding on a space, she introduced her performer (often, it seems, someone 

with whom she has a personal relationship) into it to create a story. It is out of 

these experimentations that Liesching establishes both a world and a 

confrontation between her own character and that of her subjects. “I don’t know 

whether these people I’m encountering are other explorers or whether they are the 

natives of this place,” she says.  “I’m just documenting them without knowing, 

really, who they are” (Liesching, personal interview, December 2014).  For 

Michaels, the discovery of another human makes the artist conscious that 

landscapes exist both around and inside of her body: 

 



There's another skin inside my skin 

that gathers to your touch,  

a lake to the light; 

that looses its memory, its lost language 

into your tongue, 

erasing me into newness (1997:83, lines 1 -6) 

 

This mirroring of geography in both the physical body and the writing around it is 

apparent in Liesching’s set of field notes. The photographer creates but also 

destroys her own maps by positioning images of her field notes to circle, or 

gravitate, around each central image. Tasked, by herself or perhaps by an unseen 

other (although this seems unlikely in the documentation of a world where we are 

not shown tribes but, rather, a series of individuals reacting to their surroundings), 

she ‘writes’ notes about the subject and location. These notes are then put through 

a process of destruction to imitate, in a way, the images they orbit. Like the 

landscape, the field notes are human-made, a construct forced from and then 

onto nature. By using materials like paper or glass, Liesching references their 

origins in nature and the process, facilitated by humans, which moulded them in 

their current form. Each note is then re-wrecked, if you will, in a method that 

mimics the landscape and the position of the sitter. The result nullifies whatever 

might or might not have been recorded in the note. By showing us her damaged 

field notes Liesching seems to suggest something about the ramifications of 

attempting to impose meaning through language. That it is difficult to tell whether 

these notes are written upon or left blank is also important – the content is negated 

by her manipulation. All that matters is that they could have held written language 

or the potential for it. If language, or the potential for language, is an imposition, 

then these notes are further imposed: twisted, exploded and suspended, they 

reference how humans treat land and their own abandonment, by will or force, of 

the places they have interceded into.  

 

 
In which Nicole sends a signal to the outside 

 

Two of the strongest photographs in the series, in my opinion, In which Nicole 

sends a signal to the outside and In which Mmakgosi is the wreck of hope, feel 



like speeches around the problem of language. In the former, the subject stands 

surrounded by white sand, clad in clothing that seems to match the environment, 

a smoke signal puffing besides her. In the latter, the subject is posed against 

white cardboard structures, denoting wreckage, staring at the camera, 

impenetrable. This reminded me of the work of poet Adrienne Rich who positions 

the poet and photographer in the role of the explorer. In “A Valediction Forbidding 

Mourning”, Rich discusses how language problematizes experience by setting up 

borders in and around it, making it difficult to negotiate and move through. She 

sees language as an imposition on both physical and emotional geography, 

writing: 

 

I want you to see this before I leave 

the experience of repetition as death  

…the language is a dialect called metaphor… 

When I think of a landscape I am thinking of a time. 

When I talk of taking a trip I mean forever. 

I could say, these mountains have a meaning 

but further than that I could not say” (1993:44, lines 6 – 17) 

 

Like Rich, Liesching implicates herself in her work, navigating her way through an 

uncertain terrain. The construction of each group of images, which include one of 

the subject in the landscape surrounded by photographs of Liesching’s field notes, 

self-consciously speak to the artist’s understanding that the tools used to 

comprehend or translate are also the tools used to harm. Margaret Atwood writes 

that “as explorer she is detached; she carries a knife to cut her way in, cut 

structures apart; a camera to record; and the book of myths itself” (1974:281). 

Liesching seems aware that her tools for understanding a landscape are also the 

tools which construct the dividing of that landscape. “The moment we created a 

language, we started to create a map,” she says (Liesching, personal interview, 

December 2014). Here, it felt like Liesching was channelling Rich, whose poem 

‘Diving into the Wreck’ reads, “I came to explore the wreck./The words are 

purposes./ The words are maps” (1993:54, lines 52 – 54). 

 

Much has been written about the relationship between poetry and photography. 

The notoriously cantankerous Philip Larkin both congratulated and derided the 

form for being “as no art is,/ faithful and disappointing! that records/ dull days as 

dull” (2004:41). Although Larkin’s summation feels difficult to take seriously in an 

age where Instagram filters can de-dullify any image, his positioning of 

photography in opposition to other creative forms is of interest. If he believes that 

photography can capture and transmit a moment in all of its tedious familiarity, 

he seems to lump his own art, poetry, in with those which do not and perhaps 

cannot. The poem’s title ‘Lines on a Young Lady’s Photography Album’ implies 

that words function as a tool which irreparably divides as it attempts to define 

(2004:41). Like Rich, Michaels, when considering photography, understands it to 

be the way in which (some) travellers decode and interpret a landscape which is 

foreign to them. For Michaels, the camera is a device which simultaneously 

translates, stakes a claim over and escapes the unknown. Unlike Larkin, she 

considers the camera and the photograph as a metaphor for the mind and the 

word: one is used to produce the other (1997:24). 

 

 



 
In which Candy faces an abyss 

 

In one of the Nihiliphobia photographs, titled In which Candy faces an abyss, 

Candy is posed on a rock, just above a body of questionably murky water. One 

of her hands holds a string connected to a complicated, geometrical assortment 

of white paper shapes assembled on the land behind her. The other is angled 

towards the lake, which lies flat and uninterrupted. If language is the complicated 

construction placed on top of an existing landscape, mimicking its shape as if it 

is trying to be a part of it, then silence is the abyss. On the day I broke into the 

Rhodes theatre and first discovered Liesching’s work, I was eventually shuttled off 

to my friend’s childhood home, abandoned for the holidays. Standing on the hot, 

chalky cement outside, we stared the pool before us, so thick and green with 

algae that it seemed almost impossible to determine what lay beneath. I took a 

breath and then I dove. 
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